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American Chemical Society (ACS) 

• 164,000+ members 

‒ 187 Local Sections 

‒ 32 Technical Divisions 

• 87% of members have degrees in chemistry, 13% in 
other fields 

• >60% of members in business & industry 

• 25,000 members living outside the U.S. 

• 2 locations 

• 1,900+ employees 

2 American Chemical Society 

ACS Vision: 
“Improving people’s lives through the transforming power of 
chemistry” 

ACS Mission: 
    “Advance the broader chemistry enterprise and its practitioners for 

the benefit of Earth and its people.”  
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In order to make it easier for science practitioners to find global 
opportunities, the American Chemical Society (ACS) 
International Activities Committee in collaboration with the 
Office of International Activities has created a new website called 
the International Center. 
 
The ACS International Center is a virtual clearinghouse of 
information about international opportunities. It is the premiere 
online location for detailed information on international 
fellowships, collaborative funding, and travel awards to advance the 
careers of chemical scientists and engineers. 
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• The ACS International Center was originally conceived and designed by ACS Governance as 
a mechanism for encouragement of international mobility. 

 
• The ACS International Center is part of a growing effort by ACS to inspire U.S. talent to go 

abroad to engage in international research experiences, learn about innovation in the 
chemical enterprise, and transfer the knowledge into the U.S. marketplace.  
 

• The ACS International Center website is one of the many scientific resources that ACS 
provides scientists and chemical engineers. It is a place content that may already exist 
somewhere has been located, consolidated, and filed into one online location. 

 
• The ACS International Center provides a platform for exchange opportunity-seekers with 

opportunity-providers, and thereby bridging the gap that exists between international 
experience and local science. This bridge will facilitate further interactions and improve 
the progress of the discipline. They will also help break down barriers that contribute to 
the regionalization of science within certain geographic zones, and thus advance the 
achievements of chemistry as a global enterprise of which the U.S. is part.  
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• Collected information: Listings on over 350 scientific collaboration and 
research opportunities from over 100 different funding organizations in 15 
different regions worldwide 

 
• Instant Updates: Up-to-the-minute information on upcoming application 

deadlines and new program announcements @ACS_IC 
 
• Learn from Funders: Live webinars and archived presentations from 

international organizations with information on how and where to apply 
 
• Get Questions Answered: Discussion forums to speak with experts about 

issues in international mobility and program specifics 
 
• Receive News: Sign up for the monthly newsletter containing updates on 

international programs, events, and resources 
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US 
Brazil 
China 

UK 
India 
Singapore 

South Africa 
Japan 
Hungary 

Turkey 
The Netherlands 
Global 

France 
Italy 
Germany 
Portugal 

15 Geographies 

6 Levels of Experience 

High School 
Graduate 

Postdoctoral 
Senior Faculty/Academic 
 

15 Global Affiliates 
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Undergraduate 
Professional 
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The ACS International Center provides a platform for 
exchange opportunity-seekers with opportunity-providers, 
and thereby bridging the gap that exists between 
international experience and local science. This bridge will 
facilitate further interactions and improve the progress of 
the discipline. They will also help break down barriers that 
contribute to the regionalization of science within certain 
geographic zones, and thus advance the achievements of 
chemistry as a global enterprise of which the United States is 
part.  
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                       www.acs.org/ic 

 
ic@acs.org 


